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of the Baroque era’ (vii). That is a long-standing accolade (sic) which may yet have eclipsed Fux’s wider
significance.
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Does the music in this volume consist of one work or several? Jane Schatkin Hettrick, the leading specialist
on Salieri’s churchmusic and the editor of this imposing volume, sendsmixed signals. The title is ambiguous,
‘with’ allowing us to think of the Te Deum either as part of the Plenary Mass in C or as separate from it. In
the Acknowledgments (vii) Hettrick uses the singular in referring to the music as ‘Salieri’s most complex and
monumentalwork of liturgical music’. In the Introduction (ix), though, she uses the plural: ‘The Te Deum . . .
is the largest andmost elaborate of theworks presented in this edition’ (ix). On the same pagewe find singular
and plural in a single sentence: ‘The compositions presented in this editionmake up Salieri’s largestwork (and
only composite work) of liturgical music’ (my italics). Later in the Introduction, the discussion of the music
divides it, using headings of the same size, into the following: Mass in C (consisting of the Ordinary only),
Introit (Beata gens), Gradual (Venite gentes), Offertory (Cantate Domino), Tantum ergo and Te Deum. This
organization seems to imply that the Introit, Gradual, Offertory, Tantum ergo and Te Deum are not part of
the Mass in C after all.
Hettrick’s phrase ‘composite work’ helps to explain the apparent contradictions. All the music in this

volume belongs to a composite work, and more specifically a plenary mass. As I have discussed in some
detail in a book published more than a decade ago, the plenary mass attracted the attention of composers
working in Vienna and its cultural orbit in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries; it consisted not
only of the Ordinary but also Gradual and Offertory; some plenary masses also included a setting of the Te
Deum. (See my Empress Marie Therese and Music at the Viennese Court, 1792–1807 (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2003), 109–118.) Before the publication of my book, the Viennese plenary mass was little
known to historians and performers, probably because Joseph Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven wrote no such
works. But scholars and choral conductors who can look beyond the great triumvirate will find a wealth of
large-scale sacred music in this repertory. We owe Hettrick sincere thanks for making this example of the
Viennese plenary mass accessible to study and performance.
Hettrick sees Salieri’s plenary mass as a product of a ‘long-standing liturgical practice of the Hofkapelle’,

according to which ‘musical performances of the mass always included composed (i.e. non-chant) settings
of the gradual and offertory’ (ix). However, she does not cite any examples of such performances involving
music written by one composer, for a specific occasion. In fact the plenary mass of the late eighteenth and
early nineteenth centurieswas normally conceived by a single composer as a single (albeit composite)musical
work. It played an important role in the musical patronage of Emperor Franz II (later Franz I) and his second
wife, the music-loving Empress Marie Therese, who commissioned plenary masses from Michael Haydn,
Johann Georg Albrechtsberger, Joseph Eybler and others. Salieri’s mass ought to be considered within the
context of this larger efflorescence of the plenary mass at the turn of the nineteenth century.
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Hettrick demonstrates convincingly that ‘from the beginning Salieri conceived the Mass in C as a plenary
mass, including the gradual . . . and offertory . . . and that a setting of the Te Deum would eventually be
included to create a complete liturgical-musical program’ (ix). But that does not mean that Salieri conceived
all the music for this purpose. Quite the contrary: Hettrick shows that one part of the mass (indeed, the
longest and most elaborate part) was written for a completely different purpose. Salieri composed the Te
Deum in D for the coronation of Leopold II as king of Bohemia in Prague in 1791 (thus it was presumably
performed on the same day as Mozart’s La clemenza di Tito).
While in most plenary masses the Te Deum is placed last and serves as the culminating movement, in

Salieri’s the TeDeum is placed at the beginning. (The position of the TeDeumwithin themass is documented
by a manuscript particella, described by Hettrick in the Critical Report, 249–250). Since the Te Deum is in
D major, I wonder about the appropriateness of calling this a Mass in C. I notice in the facsimile of the first
page of the autograph score of the Kyrie that the title (written in crayon) is ‘Missa No. 3’ (plate 1). If we are to
take seriously Salieri’s intention that this work is to begin with a large-scale movement in D major, then the
apparently modern title Plenary Mass in C is misleading. Also misleading is the placement of the discussion
of the Te Deum in the Introduction after discussions of all the other elements of the mass. A further unusual
detail: Salieri’s work is not only a plenary mass but a mass for double choir: SATB + SATB. As Hettrick
remarks, this is a rarity in Viennese sacred music. I know of only one other Viennese double-choir plenary
mass from this period, Eybler’s Missa Sancti Francisci (1806), probably composed in response to Salieri’s
mass.
Salieri’s mass exists in two versions. In the first, composed in 1799, the two choirs are accompanied by a

single orchestra consisting of the normal complement of winds, brass, timpani, strings and organ. Five years
later, Salieri revised the mass for a performance at a celebration of thanksgiving (Dankfest) on 8 December
1804. The festivities celebrated the decree by which Franz II, Holy Roman Emperor, became Emperor Franz
I, Emperor of Austria. For this occasion Salieri heavily reinforced the orchestration, primarily by adding an
extra ensemble of winds, brass and timpani to the second choir.
It is this second, very heavily orchestrated version of the mass that Hettrick presents here. It is fascinating

to see Salieri working on such a large scale. And we are lucky to have a modern edition of music so closely
associated with an important turning-point in Austrian history. At the same time I wonder if it might not
have been better to use Salieri’s original 1799 version as the basis of this edition. Salieri’s use of double choir
and double wind and brass groups has required Hettrick to use systems of as many as thirty-one staves. Even
with page dimensions (28 x 43 centimetres) considerably larger than those normally used by A-R Editions,
the layout is crowded, the margins are narrow, and the music is not easy to read. Chorus 1 is separated from
chorus 2 by as many as ten instrumental staves. The engravers found no way to separate visually the two
vocal-instrumental choirs. Librarians will be annoyed at not being able to shelve this edition together with
other ‘Recent Researches’ volumes.
Such difficulties would be acceptable if the rewards were proportionately great. But how often will a score

that requires ten bassoons (four in choir 1 and six in choir 2) and eight trumpets (four in choir 1 and four in
choir 2) be performed as written, especially since most of the brass and wind parts can easily be played by a
much smaller number of instruments? One of the first things that most conductors will do when preparing
a performance using this edition will be to cross out all the non-essential parts. In doing so they will be
producing a score that will probably resemble the 1799 version. An edition of the 1799 version would have
undoubtedly presented its own set of challenges to the editor. But it could have been published in a score
much less cumbersome than this one, and it would have probably resulted in more performances of this
beautiful music.
‘O Freunde, nicht diese Töne!’ Let me end by acknowledging what will be obvious to anyone who studies

this edition. It is not only the product of years of hard work and intensive scholarship; it is a labour of love
by a scholar/musician who has devoted much of her life to the study of the manuscripts of Vienna’s court
chapel. Hettrick and A-R Editions are to be congratulated for a score that must have been extremely difficult
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to edit, engrave and proofread. Together with a highly informative Introduction and a Critical Report that is
awe-inspiring in its command of detail, this edition represents musical scholarship at its best.
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Ossian hat in meinem Herzen den Homer verdrängt.
(Ossian has replaced Homer in my heart.)
Goethe, Die Leiden des jungen Werthers

Evenwith reasonably reliable historical testimony, forging ironclad links between past trends in literature and
the poetics of musical composition (or vice versa) can be a frustratingly difficult process. Temptations to try
one’s hand at such criticalmetallurgy are everywhere –who hasn’t been struck by the casual affinities between
anovel and the canonical soundtrack of its time? – but unequivocal causal relationships are rare, foundmainly
among the ranks of the formalist-modernists. Schumann chronicled his efforts to imitate the labyrinthine
narrative poetics of Jean Paul inmusical form; Strauss’s collaborationwithHofmannsthal produced a series of
so-called Literaturopern; James Joyce andThomasMann attempted to replicate baroquemusical structures in
their novels. But all too often anatomizing how literature has shaped musical composition slips into passive,
agentless rhetoric wherein one genre’s developments are said to mirror, resonate with or simply correspond
to the developments of another.
With this selection of German settings of texts purportedly written by the third-century Gaelic bard

Ossian, editor Sarah Clemmens Waltz identifies a rare agent whose writings measurably influenced proto-
romantic movements in both literature and music. ‘Were it not for Ossian’, she writes, ‘there might have
been no Sturm und Drang; there probably would have been none of Herder’s Volkslieder and perhaps no
Des Knaben Wunderhorn’ (ix). For the Germans, the allure of Scottish poetry rested in the sense that ‘a
national spirit could be found in works of natural, native, untutored genius’ (xiv), an enlightened primitivism
that would directly inspire collections of national folksongs and ballads such as Gottfried August Bürger’s
‘Lenore’ and Goethe’s ‘Erlkönig’. Not only did the roughly hewn prosody of Ossianic poetry fuel a rise in
through-composition, but without Ossian it is also likely, ClemmensWaltz argues, that ‘the impetus to break
away from French neoclassicism and galanterie would have been insufficient for many more years’ (ix).
If at first blush these claims appear to border on hyperbole or indemonstrable speculation (how many

years is ‘many’, exactly? Were not anti-Enlightenment sentiments already being nurtured by figures such as
Hamann before the first German translations of Ossian appeared in 1764?), it is worth recalling a few details
about the pan-European Ossian-mania. For almost a century after their initial publication in 1760 – and
long after doubt had been cast on their authenticity – the poems enchanted readers with their accounts of an
ancient people whose heroism played out against the fog-mantled andmoonlight-bathed wilds of the North.
Germans were particularly eager to appropriate Ossian as an alternative to the Mediterranean classical and
epic traditions, and the bard’s transalpine admirers included some of the most distinguished intellectuals
of the age. Goethe, Herder and Klopstock all enthusiastically embraced this Homer des Nordens, and an
Ossianic influence can be seen equally in the work of Novalis, Ludwig Tieck and Friedrich Hölderlin, as
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